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Abstract

Studies have shown that perception of distance, orientation and size can be dissociated from action

tasks. The action system seems to possess more veridical, unbiased information than the

perceptual/verbal system. The current study examines the nature of the distinction between action

and verbal responses in a spatial reasoning task. Participants imagined themselves facing different

orientations and either pointed to where other objects would be, or verbally reported their egocentric

directions (e.g., “50 degrees to my left”). When using pointing responses, RT and error increased as a

function of the angular disparity between the imagined heading and their actual heading. However,

when using verbal responses, performance was not affected by angular disparity, suggesting that

participants knew the direction of the targets from the imagined perspective but could not point to

them directly. The verbal and action systems have fundamentally different information or processes

rather than quantitatively different ones.
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1. Action, verbal response and perspective change problem

Various studies have suggested a distinction between representations underlying

perception and action, showing that a more accurate and veridical representation is

associated with actions but not available to the perceptual/knowledge system (Bridgeman,

Kirch, & Sperling, 1981; Bridgeman, Peery, & Anand, 1997; Creem & Proffitt, 1998;

Goodale & Milner, 1992; De Vega & Rodrigo, 2001; Loomis, Da Silva, Philbeck, &

Fukusima, 1996; Proffitt, Bhalla, Gossweiler, & Midgett, 1995; etc.). For example,

Bridgeman et al. (1981, 1997) showed participants a target dot on the screen surrounded by
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a rectangular frame. When the frame was displaced, the dot was perceived to jump in the

opposite direction. However, when asked to point to the dot with their unseen hand,

participants pointed correctly, unaffected by the illusion. Thus, these studies suggested

that the action system relies on veridical information of the world that is not available to

the perceptual/knowledge system.1

A similar distinction is found on perception of geographical slant. Proffitt and

colleagues (Creem & Proffitt, 1998; Proffitt et al., 1995) asked participants to stand at the

foot of a hill and judge the slope. They either made verbal estimates in terms of degrees, or

perceptual judgments using a display of the cross-section of the hill, or action judgments

by adjusting a palm board with their unseen hand. The perceptual and verbal judgments

significantly overestimated the slope, but the action judgments remained accurate.

Again, the action system relies on veridical information while the perceptual/verbal

system does not.

Action is also shown to be more accurate than perception/verbal reports in distance

estimation. Loomis et al. (1996) asked participants to adjust two sets of markers on the

ground in front of them, one pair laid out along the front/back axis and the other pair

paralleled the left/right axis, until the distance between markers of one pair equalled that of

the other pair. Participants adjusted the front/back interval significantly larger in order to

match the left/right interval perceptually, suggesting that the visual space for perception is

distorted. In contrast, when asked to walk the interval between the two front/back markers,

the distance they walked did not show the same systematic bias, suggesting the positions

of the two markers are represented correctly in the action system.

The two systems interact under certain conditions. Proffitt et al. (1995) asked

participants to judge the slant either at the foot of the hill, or away from the hill in a lab

room. When the judgments were made according to memory, the action responses showed

similar biases as the verbal responses. Bridgeman et al. (1997) also showed that when the

motor response was delayed, pointing responses were subject to the Roelofs effect as the

cognitive responses. These studies suggested that the veridical information in the action

system is relatively short-lived.

The current study examines the nature of the representations underlying the action and

verbal systems using a spatial reasoning task. Participants imagined facing a different

orientation and reported the egocentric direction of other targets from that imagined

perspective. It has been shown that performance in a spatial reasoning task is affected by

the angular disparity between the imagined heading and the participants’ actual heading.

For example, Rieser (1989; also see Easton & Sholl, 1995; Farrell & Robertson, 1998;

May, 1996; Presson & Montello, 1994; Shelton & McNamara, 1997; Wang, 2003; Wraga,

Creem, & Proffitt, 2000) asked participants to imagine themselves turn to face a

different orientation and “point to object X as if you were facing object Y”. Performance

decreased as the angular disparity increased, both in terms of RT and pointing

errors, suggesting that information about the egocentric direction of the target direction

1 Several distinctions have been proposed between action and perceptual/knowledge tasks, e.g., dorsal vs.

ventral (Goodale & Milner, 1992), sensorimotor vs. cognitive (Bridgeman et al., 1997), egocentric vs. allocentric

(Creem & Proffitt, 1998), unconscious vs. conscious (Creem & Proffitt, 1998).
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from the imagined perspective is not directly available to the participants for making a

pointing response.

It remains unclear, however, whether information about the imagined perspective is

available to the verbal system. Research has shown that linguistic systems tend to be more

flexible in encoding and using spatial information, selecting different reference frames

when needed (Carlson & Logan, 2001; Carlson-Radvansky, & Irwin, 1993; Levinson,

1996). Thus, if the angular disparity effect in a spatial reasoning task is specific to the

action system, then one might expect a different pattern using verbal responses, even

though both tasks required the participants to report the egocentric directions.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Thirty undergraduate students from an introduction to psychology class at the

University of Illinois participated for course credit.

2.2. Apparatus

The experiment was conducted in a rectangular room with five target objects (see Fig. 1).

A swivel chair was placed in the middle of the room fixed to the floor. A video camera was

mounted directly above the chair, which sent an overhead image of the room to a VCR.

The pointing responses were recorded and coded after the experiment was completed.

A Gateway E4200 PC computer was used to randomize the sequence of the trials for each

participant.

2.3. Design and procedure

Half of the participants were tested in the verbal task, and half were in the pointing task.

For participants in the verbal task, the experimenter stood at 458, 908 and 1808 relative to

Fig. 1. An overhead view of the testing room.
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the participants to show them these angles before they entered the testing room.

The participants were instructed to report target directions in terms of the egocentric

angles (e.g., straight ahead is “zero degree”, straight behind is “180 degrees”, straight to

the left is “90 degrees left”, and so on). Participants were asked to report the angles as

accurately and quickly as possible, giving the exact angles to the precision of 58 if possible.

For participants in the pointing task, they were asked to point to the direction of the targets

with whichever hand was most convenient.

The participants first learned the target locations by sitting in the swivel chair and looking

around as the experimenter named the five targets. They were allowed as long as they

needed to remember the target locations. Then they were blindfolded and sound masked,

and turned to face one of the targets. Then they completed 20 trials in a random sequence. In

each trial, the participant was asked to “imagine facing X where’s Y?” Each participant

imagined facing each of the five targets and reported the egocentric direction of each of the

remaining ones, either by pointing or by verbal description, yielding 20 trials in total

(5 imagination headings £ 4 targets each). Thus, the angular disparity between their actual

heading and the imagined heading was systematically varied (0, 60, 120, and 180 degrees).

Different participants physically faced different objects. For both verbal and pointing tasks,

the same number of participants faced each object (i.e., 3 participants physically faced the

Poster during testing, 3 faced the VCR, and so on). Thus, the egocentric responses were

counterbalanced across participants for different perspectives in both tasks.

2.4. Coding and data analysis

Responses were coded from the videotape after the experiment was completed.

Response latency was measured from the end of the target name to the end of the response,

which was indicated as the participants’ hand stabilized. Because not all participants had

angular disparity of 1808 (those who faced the Poster did not have an imagination heading

at 1808), the ANOVA tests were based on 3 imagination angles only (08, 608, and 1208).

3. Results

Participants showed different patterns of performance in the two tasks. In the pointing

task, participants showed a significant angular disparity effect, both in RT and error

(Fs(2, 32) . 8.4, Ps , 0.01). In contrast, there was no significant effect of angular

disparity in the verbal task (Fs(2, 28) , 1.1, Ps . 0.34), although participants made their

verbal estimations in specific angles, using values such as 108, 508, 1558, and so on, as in

the pointing task. Thus, although pointing to an object from an imagined perspective took

extra time comparing to from the observer’s actual perspective, verbal responses were

equally fast and accurate regardless of the perspective, despite the fact that the participants

were reporting the same information (i.e., the target’s egocentric direction).

The overall RT in the verbal task was longer than in the pointing task, however. This is

not surprising because the verbal response itself takes more time than the motor response,

and converting a known egocentric direction into an angle in degrees also takes extra time.

However, this difference raises a potential alternative explanation for the lack of angular
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disparity effect in the verbal task. It is possible that the overall slowing absorbed some of

the processing time. To test this possibility, participants in both tasks were divided into

a fast group and a slow group based on a median split on their overall RT.2 In the verbal

task, the two groups differed only in their overall RT (F(1, 13) ¼ 28.4, P , 0:001), and

neither group showed an angular disparity effect (Fs(2, 26) , 1.0, Ps . 0.37), nor was

there an interaction between angular disparity and group (Fs(2, 26) , 0.48, Ps . 0.63).

In the pointing task, the two groups differed in overall RT (F(1, 15) ¼ 16.6, P ¼ 0:001),

and there was an angular disparity effect (Fs(2, 30) . 8.2, Ps , 0.001) and an interaction

between angular disparity and group (significant for RT: Fð2; 30Þ ¼ 19:6; P , 0:001;

Non-significant for error: Fð2; 30Þ ¼ 0:3; P ¼ 0:74), suggesting that the faster responders

tended to show less angular disparity effect than the slower ones, possibly due to their

ceiling performance.

More importantly, a direct comparison was conducted between the slow group in the

pointing task and the fast group in the verbal task (see Fig. 2). The overall RT was matched

between the two groups (Fð1; 14Þ ¼ 1:8; P ¼ 0:20). However, there was still a significant

interaction between angular disparity and task (Fs(2, 28) . 4.6, Ps , 0.02).

More specifically, there was a significant effect of angular disparity in the pointing task

(Fs(2, 14) . 7.4, Ps , 0.01), but not in the verbal task (Fs(2, 14) , 2.4, Ps . 0.13).

Thus, even when the two groups were matched in overall performance, there was still a

significant difference in the angular disparity effect in the two types of tasks: a strong

angular disparity effect in the pointing responses but not in the verbal responses.

4. Discussion

Previous studies on the dissociation between perception/communication and action

suggested that the action system often has access to more accurate information and

outperforms the perceptual/ verbal system. However, the current study showed an opposite

pattern in a spatial reasoning task: although verbal reports of egocentric target directions

from an imagined perspective were as fast and accurate as those of the actual perspective,

the pointing responses showed a large cost and did not seem to have access to information

that was clearly there. That is, even though both tasks required participants to report the

same information, namely the direction of a target relative to their body, participants were

able to describe the direction of a target from the imagined perspective but cannot make a

pointing response readily.

These results suggest that the verbal system has flexible access to information that the

action system does not. The lack of angular disparity effect using verbal reports suggests

that information about egocentric target directions from imagined perspectives is as

readily available as that of the actual perspective. However, this information cannot be

used to directly guide pointing responses. Thus, additional processing is needed, leading to

performance costs in both RT and accuracy. In contrast, these representations seem to be

equally accessible to the verbal system and therefore verbal responses required no

2 Although there might be differences between the groups such as processing speed, motivation, overall spatial

ability, and so on, the analysis allows the match of the overall performance across tasks.
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additional processing for the imagined perspective compared to the participants’ actual

perspective, leading to equal performance for all perspectives.

The difference between the two tasks can potentially be a result of different types of

representations, or different types of processes. For example, one possible strategy for the

verbal task is to verbally encode the direction of the five targets, and then use numerical

subtraction to solve the perspective change task. For example, if the participants encode

that the Computer is at 658, the VCR is at 108, and the Poster is at 2608, then the direction

of Poster relative to the Computer can be calculated by subtracting the direction of Poster

from the direction of Computer: (2608) 2 658 ¼ 21258. This type of numerical

subtraction may not be affected by the angular disparity between the imagined heading

and the actual heading, while the pointing task relies on a simulated rotation strategy and

performance decreases as the angular disparity increases. Thus, the pointing task and the

verbal task may involve different representations (i.e., visual vs. verbal coding of the target

directions) and different processes (i.e., simulated rotation vs. numerical subtraction).

Although the verbal subtraction strategy is plausible, most participants reported that they

directly estimated the angles between the imagined heading and the target, rather than

maintaining the angles of each target and then doing subtraction for each trial.

Another possibility is that the two tasks depend on different types of spatial

representations with different reference frames. For example, Biederman and colleagues

(Biederman, 1987; Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993; Cooper, Biederman, & Hummel,

1992) suggested that certain types of object-centered coding of spatial relationships may

allow an object be recognized from different viewpoints equally well. Similar types of

orientation-free representations were shown by Evans and Pezdek (1980; Sholl, 1987; etc.)

Fig. 2. A direct comparison between the verbal and pointing tasks by dividing participants into fast and slow

groups according to their overall RT. The left panel shows the RT and the right panel shows the angular errors.

The filled symbols show the fast groups and the open symbols show the slow groups. The square symbols show

the pointing task, and the triangle symbols show the verbal task. The critical comparison is between the slow

group in the pointing task and the fast group in the verbal task. The error bars are between-subject standard errors.
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for navigation-scale environments, where participants were able to directly recall the spatial

relationships from different perspectives. Thus, it is possible that the verbal task relies on a

view-independent representation while the pointing task relies on a view-dependent one,

leading to an angular disparity effect in the pointing task but not in the verbal task.

A third possibility comes from recent research (e.g., Brockmole & Wang, 2003; May,

1996, 2004; Wang, 2003) suggesting that the angular disparity effect in a pointing task is

not due to simulated rotation of one’s body, but due to interference from representations of

the actual target locations. Thus, it is possible that both verbal and pointing tasks rely on

similar representations. However, the action system is strongly connected to the

representation of objects’ actual locations, which limits its ability to use information

from the representation of the imagined perspective. In contrast, a verbal system may not

be tied to a specific view and thus can choose more flexibly with little interference, leading

to a strong angular disparity effect in the pointing task but not in the verbal task.

Despite the apparent difference in the pattern of results, the current findings are

consistent with theories of action and perception. The current study suggests that different

representations and processes underline action and judgment/communications.

This distinction clearly has evolutionary significance: although one would like to be

able to imagine other perspectives flexibly and make judgments and descriptions, it will be

a disaster if our legs and hands are operated by those imaginations instead of reality.

Therefore products of imagination may be used for judgments and descriptions freely, but

these representations cannot be used as readily as the actual representations for actions

such as pointing. Perception/communication and action rely on fundamentally different

types of representations or processes.
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